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Suspect pleads not
guilty in deadly
Ariz, shooting
Rep. Gabrielle Giffords remains in intensive care after
surviving a gunshot in the forehead Jan. 8 in Tucson
ByJacqu.sBill.aud
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — The man accused of
carrying out a mass shouting in
Tucson pleaded not guilty Monday to
charges he tried to kill Rep. Gabrielle
Giffords and two of her aides.
The plea by Jared Lee Loughner
marked his second court appearance since he allegedly shot the
congresswoman and 18 others at
Giffords' meet-and-greet event Ian. 8
outside a grocery store in Tucson. Six
people died, including U.S. District
ludge John Roll and a 9-year-old girl.
Thirteen others were wounded.
Loughner, 22, faces federal charges of trying to assassinate Giffords
and attempting to murder two of her
aides. He will later face state charges
dealing with other victims.
At least eight U.S. Marshals were
present at the hearingin the Phoenix
courthouse, where Loughner
entered Monday afternoon smiling
and wearing an orange prison suit
and glasses. His hair, shaved in the
mug shot that's become an enduring image of the tragedy, has grown
out slightly.
Investigators have said Loughner
was mentally disturbed and acting
increasingly erratic in the weeks
leading up to the shooting. If his
attorney uses mental competency
questions as a defense and is successful, Loughner could be sent to
a mental health facility instead of
being sentenced to prison or death.
U.S. District fudge Larry Burns of
San Diego asked Loughner attorney
ludy Glarke whether there was any

question about her client's ability to
understand the case against him.
"We are not raising any issues at
this time," Clarke said.
Giffords was shot in the forehead
and spent two weeks in a Tucson
hospital before she was flown to
Memorial Hermann Texas Medical
Center Hospital on Friday. Shortly
after her arrival, doctors said she
had been given a tube to drain a
buildup of brain fluid that has kept
the Arizona congresswoman in
intensive care.
The Houston hospital treating
Cliffords gave no update Monday,
and spokesman James Campbell
said the next update would come
when they are ready to move
Giffords to the rehab hospital.
A hospital statement said Giffords
would continue to receive therapy
"until her physicians determine she
is ready for transfer" to a nearby
center where she would begin a full
rehabilitation program.
Prosecutor Wallace Kleindienst
estimated that he would know
within the next 30 days whether
additional federal charges would be
Tiled against Loughner. Kleindienst
said prosecutors provided defense
lawyers with records taken from
Loughner's computer and documents of about 250 interviews made
in the case.
The judge did not rule on prosecutors' request to move the federal case
back to Tucson so that victims and
witnesses do not have to make the

Students survive winter weather through

cold play
ByJjr.dH.imoviti

ing more time napping than on
homework and taking the long,
frigid march to the nearest dining
hall, only to be menaced by the
constant overplaying of the same
pop songs while dining.
However, there are ways to
break up the routine.
There are many activities and
specials featured in the city and
on campus to help reduce the
amount of time spent sitting alone,
evading the cold.

Reporter

Spring semester and the winter
months seem to drag on forever for University freshman
Lauren Wagner, and her desire
to crawl out of bed each morning diminishes.
"The wind is completely unbearable," Wagner said, "livery time 1
go outside I'm more worried about
getting blown over by the wind
Seasonal activities
than slipping on ice."
During these months, students
Although Bowling Green may
may feel helpless and forced to seem completely flat, there are
follow the same monotonous a few spots where people of
schedule of going to class, spend- any age can enjoy the thrill of

sliding down a snowy hill on a
hunk of plastic.
Downtown, just southwest of
City Park, is the Conneaut Park
Sledding Hill, which is open to
the public. Another closer hill is
located at the campus golf course,
within walking distance for oncampus residents.
"The best part of this semester
so far was when we went sledding at the golf course for one of
our physical training days," said
ROTC cadet Jordan Eubanks. "I
don't understand why I don't hear
See WINTER | Page 2

A variety of tutoring services allow
students to improve study skills

See SHOOTING | Page 2

By D.ni.l William.
Reporter
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STEP UP: The University cheetleading squad nails their routine at the Jan 15 Universal Cheeneading
Association Nationals in Orlando. Fla. The learn placed fourth overall

University cheerleaders
place fourth in the nation
By P..ul Banwy
Sports Editor

You see them on the sidelines during football games at Doyt Perry
Stadium and courtside during men's
and women's basketball games at
Anderson Arena.
They soar through the air, hold up
signs and even throw free T-shirts
into the stands.

NATION
Obama prepares address

But aside from supporting the
team andgetting the crowdinvolved
during games, the University
cheerleading squad competes on a
national stage.
After receiving a bid in November,
the team placed fourth in the nation
Jan. 15 at the Universal Cheerleading
See CHEER | Page 2

Even those in higher education
need help.
When professors are unable to
foster the full academic potential of
students, tutors are prime options
to aid in the learning process. And
there are ample resources on campus devoted to increasing the academic viability of all students.
To start the inquiry for academic support, students can consult
the Study Skills Center, located
at 213 Moseley Hall. The center forms academic study groups,
with individualized help meant
to develop more effective study
and reading strategies.
The Study Center hires tutors to
assist the study groups. In order to
mentor students in a given subject,
tutors must have taken the same
teacher or subject combination as
the prospective tutee. Also, mentors must have received an A in the
target course.
Study groups meet at least once
per week for a 50-minute session.
The groups are formed for large
lectures, introductory courses and
smaller classes.
Junior Annie Hernandez works as
a secretary at the Study Skills Center
and has been a Spanish tutor for
two years.
"People come here for help in kinesiology, ethnic studies, all subjects,"
she said. "Once you come here and
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BRAIN POWER: Sophomores Mike Treon and Tyier Brumbaugh review algebra in the Math and
Stats Tutoring Center. Treon has been tutoring since fall semester at the study center.

sign up for help, we contact the on geology, but he has worked at the
departments, graduate assistants, math lab for four years. I le works as
students — anybody that can help." a graduate assistant and monitors
I lemandez noted the responsibil- the lab's daily activities.
ity for academic improvement does
"First step, everyone must regisnot fall solely on the tutor.
ter," Kuehner said. "They do that
"It's important for students to by simply telling the front desk that
bring questions to the study ses- this is their first time. After that
sions so that they aren't staring at they sign in, sit with their homethe tutor for 50 minutes." she said.
work and their book until they need
Along with the Study Skills Center, help. That s when we come and help
Moseley Hall is home to two of the them out."
most used student resources on
Tutors are on standby in the math
campus—theMath&Stats Tutoring lab, and students are encouraged to
Center and the Writing Center.
walk in for help.
The Math & Stats Tutoring Center
is located at 208 Moseley Hall. Erik
See TUTOR | Page 2
Kuehner's graduate study focuses

SPORTS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How long do you think most people will stick with
their New Year's resolution?

Goalie faces pressure

Adding excitement to vie offense

The United States awaits the president's

Columnist Ryan Satkowiak discusses the

BG men's basketball players Jordan Crawford and

words in regards to education and the

perils of being a goalie in hockey based

Totian Oglesby have brought the Anderson Arena

CAROLINE KELLER
Freshman, Psychology

economy, with less emphasis on foreign

on his most hated goalie and his personal

crowd to its feet with their ability to perfect the

"I say two weeks, maybe a month."

affairs and terrorism | Pag* 3

experiences | P»g« 4

alley-oop | Pag* 6
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VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: FOR A VIDEO TOUR OF THE SOON-TO-BE COMPLETED STROH CENTER
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WINTER
From Page 1
people talking about sledding
there more often; its close, fun
and after you walk up the hill a
few times, the chill wears off."
Another winter classic is
right on campus at the Ice
Arena. Skating is offered daily
and costs students $5 for both
admission and skate rental.
The University website
offers a complete schedule
of arena events and open
skate times.
Ways lo keep busy
For a break from campus, take a hike through
Wintergarden Woods at BIS S,
Wintergarden Road to keep in

SHOOTING
From Page I
four-hour round Irip drive to
Phoenix to attend court hearings.
The case was moved because
one of those killed, Roll, was a
federal judge.
Clarke said she didn't

touch with nature or go for a
walk down Main Street during
the day and see its beauty.
Students can also enjoy a
satisfying meal or a cup of
coffee at a local cafe like The
1 lappy Badger or get lost in the
dozens of shops downtown
has to offer.
Many of the city bars feature daily drink specials,
from happy hour deals to
SI margarita Wednesdays
at Beckett's.
Check out http://www.
bgscene.com to see more specials and events offered by
local ban and restaurants.
Catching a movie is another
way to escape the cold.
Cinemark Woodland Mall
CinemaSonNorthMainStreet

is thecheapest pL.;»around to
go see a new release. Kvening
movies COSI less than $5 (but
3-D films cost aii additional
$2.75), with all Tuesday showings and matinees priced at
$2.75, On Thursdays, students
can enjoy films for matinee
price with a student ID.
For those who are fans
of classic and hard-to-find
cult films, check out Video
Spectrumat 112F.. Washington
St. Even if you don't have a few
dollars to spend on some rentals, it is easy to spend hours
browsing the thousands of
titles available.
Additionally, residence halls
have a selection of movies and
games that can be checked out
for free to residents.

oppose the request, but
questioned where Loughner
would be jailed in Tucson if
the case were moved.
Clarke has not responded

Ted Kaczynski and Olympic
bomber F.ric Rudolph. She
has a reputation for working out plea deals that spare
defendants the death penalty,
to requests seeking comment as was the case for Rudolph
She is one of the top lawyers and Kaczynski.
in the country for defendants
The judge set a March 9
lacing prominent death pen- hearing to consider motions
alty cases, having represent- in Loughner's case.
ed clients such "Unubomber"
sumption at Memorial Hall.

MISSING BLOTTER

SAT., JAN. 22

11:30 P.M.
Alayna Bickerstaff. of Cleveland,
and Nandi Brown, of Columbus,
were cited lor drug abuse at
LotJ.

SUN, JAN. 23
HIGH ST is the city street ^iqn
that disappears and has to
be replaced most often
each school year

709 P.M.
Logan Inmon. of Greenwich,
< )hm. was cited for disorderly
conduct and underage con-

involved

843 P.M.
Collm Turner, of Sylvania. was
cited for using harmful intoxicants
at Memorial Hall.

11:05 P.M.
A laptop and iPod were reported
stolen from Harshman Bromfield.

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you thmt an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

TUTOR

St udent Support Services
is a learning community
within the TRiO program,
and it offers members
free comprehensive academic support services
to enhance their performance and promote academic success. It is funded
through a U.S. Department

must commit to a weekly
meeting with their tutees,"
lager said.
She said there is no limit
on the amount of students
a tutor can take. Rather,
the number of tutees is
contingent upon how
many they request.
In order to qualify for a
tutor position for SSS, students must be at least sophomore in standing, have a
cumulative GPA of 2.8 and
must have received an A or
B in the course they want to
tutor. Undergraduate tutors
are paid $7.80 per hour
recorded with their students,
Graduate tutors are paid
$8.30 per hour and Ph.D.
candidates are paid $8.80
per hour.
Aside from tutoring
responsibilities, tutors must
submit progress reports of
their tutees and must participate in training and perkxlic
tutor meetings.

top three this year so it just
gives us more motivation for
next year."
From Page I
BG finished behind 1 lofstra
Association Nationals in University, George Mason
University and Sacramento
Orlando. I'la.
The Falcons' fourth- State University, who finplace finish was one spot ished first, second and third,
better than they finished respectively.
at last year's competition
The Falcons' routine con— which was the first time sisted of a cheer section that
BG or any Mid-American lasted •If) seconds and a music
Conference school had section lasting 1:30.
been in the top five.
"We were pretty proud of
"We were proud of them,'' the performance that they
said third-year head coach did and the preparation that
Anne Marie King. "To be they had," king said. "Fvery
ranked even among the top year our goal is to hit our rou10 teams was an honor for us. tine. We try not to locus on
Their goal was lo place in the the placement, but hitting our
routine and doing the best we
can and then allowing the
judges to place us."
Although the team fell short
of its goal of placing in the top
t hree. senior Mariah Compton
said the team was proud of
what it had accomplished.
"It was a great experience,"
Compton said. "Last year
when we got fifth everyone
was so excited and surprised
that we did so well. This year
when our goal was top three
and we got fourth ... initially
there was so much disappointment. After we reflected
on it more we wen proud of
what we did and that we did

the best we could."
For senior Jason Kurcsak,
this was his first time being in
Orlando competing in front of
a national audience.
"It was something completely
new to me, so I was trying to
soak up as much as 1 could and
just kind of enjoy it," Kurcsak
said. "At the same time we were
down there to reach our goal,
so it was fun and work at the
same time."
Getting the opportunity to
compete in national tournaments and attend games are
just a few of the perks of being
a University cheerleader, but
that's not what both Compton
and Kurcsak love about being a
cheerleader.
"I trust these people with my
life every day in the gym. so
they're great friends to me and
I wouldn't trade that in for anything." Compton said.
"Walkingaroundcampus.I'vc
heard professors and students
congratulate me," Kurcsak said.
"I didn't know thai people actually took that much interest in
it, so that makes me feel good
thai I'm doing my University
proud and that our hard work
isn't going unnoticed."
The BCi cheerleading team
can be seen in action in March
when the College Cheer
Nationals will air on liSPN.

From Page 1

The Writing Center is located
in308MoseleyIlall.
"Writers of any level from
beginners to professors and
graduate students come here
for help," said graduate assistant Shawn Ramsey, who of Education grant
In addition to needing
works in the Writing Center.
People use the center to academic support, students
improve articles they want must exhibit at least one of
published, grad school the following criteria to be
essays and even disserta- eligible for SSS program sertions, Ramsey said. Walk-ins vices: They must be a first
are welcome, but appoint- generation college student,
have a documented learning
ments are more feasible.
Bot h labs are open five days or physical disability or have
a week. Monday through limited income (verified by a
SSS staff member).
Friday from 8 a.m. to5p.m.
TRiOprogramadviserBarb
The department of Student
Affairs offers another way lager said SSS is always lookto assist Students. The I RiO ing for intelligent and reliable
program, located at 318 Math students whom are available
and Science building, offers to help another student.
"There are between 25 to
assistance to a underprivi30 students on staff, and they
leged students.

CHEER
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appointments or walk-ins welcome
haircuts, color, corrective color,
perms, facial waxes, manicures

1616 E Wooster
419.352.2107
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It's Cold Outside!

40%-60% OFF
ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE!
Mon. 10-8, Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-4
178 South Main St., Bowling Green, OH
419.35S.4287 .
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Senior Portraits Next Week!
February 1,2 & 3
Schedule your appointment now at
www.myseniorportrait.com
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Arizona official's
wife pleads guilty
in sex case

Ex-Minn, governor
sues over body
scans, pat-downs

NY deputy who
cited fall down
stairs pleads guilty

Gunman identified
in Wash, state
Walmart shootout

Informant testifies,
shows photo in
Posada trial

PHOENIX (AP)- The wife
of an Arizona county supervisor
has pleaded guilty in a sexual
misconduct case involving a
teenage boy.

MINNEAPOLIS - Former
Minnesota Gov. Jesse Ventura
is suing the Department
of Homeland Security and
the Transportation Security
Administration, he said fullbody scans and pat-downs at
airport checkpoints are violating his rights

CARMEL, NY (AP) - A
former New York deputy sheriff
who claimed she fell down the
stairs at work has admitted
improperly receiving workmen's
compensation.

SEATTLE (AP)-Investigators
face a difficult puzzle to piece
together as they work to deter
mine why a Utah man bolted
and began shooting at sheriff's
deputies in a Walmart parking lot.
leading to a gunhght that left him
and a young woman dead and
two deputies wounded

EL PASO Texas-A Cuban
exile whos a paid U.S. government informant said ex-CIA
operative Luis Posada Canlles
(kuh REE yehs) lied about he
sneaked into the United States
in 2005 - and showed a photograph from a Mexican resort
barbershop to back his story.

LOS ANGELES
- A California judge believes
Octomom Nadya Sulemans
fertility doctor should be allowed
to keep practicing medicine, and
the state's move to revoke his
license was too severe, according
to a copy of the proposed deci
sion obtained Monday.

A day after the shootout in
Port Orchard. Wash. a small city
about 15 miles west and across
Puget Sound from Seattle, officials
said Monday they still couldn't say
why Anthony A Martinez. 31. of
Salt Lake City, suddenly ran and
opened fire during what began as a
routine contact by deputies

Gilberto Abasial testified for
prosecutors Monday in Posada s
federal tnal in El Paso on 11
counts of perjury, obstruction
and immigration fraud for lying
under oath during immigration
hearings in El Paso

Dr. Michael Kamrava should
be placed on probation for
five years for his substandard
treatment of Suleman and two
other patients. Judge Daniel
Juarez said in the 46-page
document provided to The
Associated Press

Prosecutors said Susan Brock
pleaded guilty Monday to three
counts of attempted sexual conduct with a minor. She's scheduled to be sentenced March 16.
Brock was ,irre-.!ed in October
by poke in the Phoenix suburb
of Chandler after the parents
of a 17-year-old boy learned of
steamy text messages reportedly
exchanged between their son
and the 48-year-old Brock
Officers interviewed the boy.
who reported he had been meeting Brock for sexual trysts since
he was 14.
Brock's husband. Mancopa
County Supervisor Fulton Brock,
announced in November that he
is filing for divorce.
The Brocks' 21-year-old daughter also has been charged with
sexual misconduct with the same
teenage boy.

Ventura filed his lawsuit
Monday in federal court in
Minnesota He said the new
security measures violate his
right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures.
He's asking a federal court to
order officials to stop subjecting
him to these searches
Ventura was governor
of Minnesota from 1999
through 2002 He now hosts
the television program
"Conspiracy Theory."
The lawsuit says Ventura had
a hip replacement in 2008. and
his titanium implant sets off
metal detectors.

Prosecutors said Barbara
Dunn was thrown off a horse in
Dutchess County in 2008 They
said she then claimed her injuries
were caused when she fell down
the stairs at the Putnam County
sheriff's office in Carmel (kahrMEHL). about 50 miles north of
New York City.
The Putnam County district
attorney said Dunn pleaded
guilty Monday to grand larceny
The district attorney said Dunn
likely will be sentenced to probation so she can work and pay
back $56,000 in benefits
Dunn was fired last year after
being convicted of perjury in
an unrelated case A telephone
call to defense lawyer William
Aronwald hasn't been returned.

-AmyForliti (AP)

"Thatsgoing to be the million-dollar question." said Kitsap
County sheriff s spokesman
Deputy Scott Wilson We certainly cant talk to him anymore
or to the young woman who is
believed to be with him'
Despite a number of attempts
using photos and other methods,
the young womans name and
age could not immediately be
determined, said Trooper Krista
Hedstrom of the Washington
State Patrol, which is leading the
investigation

Those hearings came after
Posada slipped into tht.
and sought political asylum.
Posada told immigration officials
he paid a smuggler to drive him
from Honduras to Texas, then
went by bus to Miami Abascal
said he was on a converted yacht
that brought Posada to Miami
The 82-year-old Posada
is Fidel Castros nemesis and
Cubas most-wanted man

Octomom doctor
faces probation
order from judge

The Beverly Hills fertility doctor still faces a final decision by
the Medical Board of Ci'
which is expected to meet this
week to discuss the case and
other business The board can
approve the judge s decision or
come up with its own punishment for Kamrava.
Kamrava has testified that
he implanted Suleman with 12
embryos - six times the norm
for a woman her age - before
the pregnancy that resulted in
heroctuplets

-WillWeissert(AP)

-ShayaTayefeMohajer(AP)

- George Tibbils (AP)

State of the Union: It's
the economy, again

Dad attacked 19 years after
being poisoned by milkshake
Accused pleads not guilty to assault with a deadly weapon charges

Obama looks to discuss $14 trillion deficit in upcoming address
By Ban FalUr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Standing
before a nation clamoring
for jobs, President Barack
Obama will call for targeted
spending to boost the economy but also for budget cutting in Tuesday night's State
of the Union address, his
first in a new era of divided
political power.
To a television audience in
the tens of millions, Obama
will hone in on jobs, the issue
of most importance to the
public and to his hopes for
a second term. Though war
and other concerns bid for
attention, the president has
chosen to lean heavily on
the economy, with far less
emphasis on Afghanistan
and Iraq, terrorism and foreign affairs.
Specifically, Obama will
focus on improving the
education, innovation and
infrastructure of the United
States as the way to provide
a sounder economic base.
He will pair that with calls
to reduce the government's
debt — now topping a staggering $14 trillion — and
reforming
government.
Those five areas will frame
the speech, with sprinklings
of fresh proposals.
Yet no matter how ambitious Obama's rhetorical
reach, his speech at the halfway point of his term will be
viewed in the context of his
new political reality.
The midterm elections
gave Republicans control
of the House and a stronger
minority vote in the Senate,
meaning he hasn't the option
of pushing through changes
over strong GOP objections.
The contrast between the
two parties' visions remains

stark, and the debate about
where to slash spending,
and by how much, will drive
much of the debate for the
rest of 2011.
As if to underscore that
point, Obama's speech will
come just hours after the
House is to vote on setting
spending for the rest of the
year at 2008, prc-recession levels. That resolution,
largely symbolic, would put
Republican lawmakers on
record in favor of cutting
$100 billion from Obama's
budget for the current year
as the party promised in last
year's campaign.
The atmospherics of the
State of the Union, always
watched with some fascination as a display of political
theater, are expected to be
more sober and civil than in
recent years.
The speech comes less
than three weeks after an
assassination
attempt
against Democratic Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords in Tucson,
Ariz. She is recovering
remarkably after being shot
in the head during a oneman rampage that left six
dead. Among those who will
sit with first lady Michelle
Obama at the president's
speech will be the family
of a 9-year-old girl who was
killed, an aide to Giffords
who rushed to help her at
the shooting, and trauma
surgeons who have treated
the wounded lawmaker.
In an attempt at unity following an attack on one of
their own, some Democratic
and Republican lawmakers
will sit together at Obama's
speech. Others have dismissed that idea as superficial. The focus on tone
comes a year after Obama's
rebuke of a Supreme Court

decision in his State of the
Union speech led Justice
Samuel Alito to mouth back,
"Not true."
Obama is trying to
emphasize economic priorities that can draw both
public appeal and enough
Republican consideration
for at least serious debate.
He will wrap them all
under the heading of helping the United States to
compete more successfully
in the world — a "win the
future" rallying cry that
Obama's aides hopes will
resonate with both workers and business executives
and bind the political parties. In fact, the theme of
competitiveness has been
pushed by many presidents,
including Obama.
In this same setting one
yearago,hedeclared:"China
is not waiting to revamp its
economy. Germany is not
waiting. India is not waiting. These nations aren't
playing for second place."
Obama has spoken consistently about a need for a
new direction in America,
an agenda of investing
in energy, education,
research and public
works. Republicans said
when Obama speaks of
investments, he means
spending.
Republicans have chosen
Rep. Paul Ryan of Wisconsin,
an emerging voice for the
party on behalf of spending cuts, to deliver the televised response to Obama's
address. He is planning
to promote budget cuts as
essential to responsible governing, even choosing to
give his comments from the
hearing room of the House
Budget Committee, which
he now chairs.

REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP)
— A California man whose
mother was convicted of trying to kill his dad with a poisoned milkshake! wo decades
ago has been accused of
severely beating the fathi'i
— apparently blaming him for
his mother's imprisonment,
authorities said.
Jonathan Ortiz, 20, of
Redwood City pleaded not
guilty Friday in San Mateo
County Superior Court to two
counts of assault with a deadly weapon and inflicting great
bodily injury.
Ortiz's mother, Elizabeth
I'uentes, has been behind
bars since her 2002 conviction on attempted murder charges in the March
1992 poisoning.
Prosecutors said Ortiz
attacked his father, Gilbert
Ortiz, in June and October
and purportedly screamed
about what his lathei had
done to I'uentes. During the
lime attack, he put a knife
to his lather's chest, District
Attorney Steve Wagstaffe said.
Gilbert Ortiz initially told
authorities both times that he
had been a victim of robberies. A family member eventually called the detective vvhn

investigated the poisoning
case to report that Jonathan
Ortiz was responsible for the
beatings, prosecutors said.
The younger ()rt iz, who had
been living wit h his father and
other family members since
his mother's imprisonment.

will authorities the beatings
were done in self-defense,
prosecutors said.
His attorney, Gerritt
Rutgers, declined to discuss
a specific defense with the
San Mateo Daily Journal but
characterized the older Ortiz
as an alcoholic who has not
been cooperating with the
defense on answers about
what happened.
Rutgers acknowledged
his client's issues involved
adjusting from living with
his mother during eight
years on the run to living
with his father.
"He is troubled by the
circumstances of why
his mother was arrested." Rutgers told the Daily
Journal "I te's been given no
real answers and been told a
lot of things about his mother than don't jibe with what
he knows about the woman
who taught him love."
Authorities said Fuentes
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gave Gilbert Ortiz a chocolate milkshake laced with an
insecticide called Ortho-7,
telling him it was a protein
shake that would help him
build muscle mass,
Gilbert Ortiz suffered vio
lent convulsions and was
unconscious for several
days during which his heart
Slopped and his kidneys
failed, authorities said.
As investigators closed
in on Fuentes, she fled the
country with her then-2year old son. She was finally
located In 2000 and arrested
by Mexican immigration officers in the town of liiBarca in
Jalisco state.
During her 2002 trial.
Fuentes claimed the poisoning was an act of self-defense
in an abusive marriage, but
prosecutors said she had
been jealous and angry about
his long work hours.
I'uentes was convicted of
attempted murder and sentenced to 13 years to life in
prison. The woman, now 40.
was denied parole last year
and is eligible again in 2015.
lonathan Ortiz is being
held in the beating case on
$200,000 bail. His trial is
scheduled for June.
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"I trust these people with my life every day in the gym, so they're great friends to
me and I wouldn't trade that in for anything."
- Senior Mariah Compton, on the University cheerieading team, after the team placed fourth at the
Universal Cheerieading Association Nationals [see story, pg. 1],
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"About a month"

Tuesday, January ?S. ?011 4

How long do you think most people stick with their New Years resolution7
"Five minutes"

"A month and a

"I don't think they

half"

do."
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Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
COLLEEN FITZGIBBONS.
Senior.
Public Relations

DANIEL GORDON.
Junior,
Political Science

NOAH PENSINGER.
Sophomore.
Criminal Justice

PATRICK POLUFRONE.
Senior.
Education

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

Personal experience shows difficulty of being goa
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We've been then before.
Sitting on the couch, watching your favorite Nlll. team
play and till of the sudden,
ymir team's goalie allows a
bad goal I bis leads tn a large
string nf obscenities blurted,
items hurled amiss the room,
hail being pulled out, etc. This
goes on for several minutes
before you utter that phrase:
"I could have stopped that."
It doesn't matter what sport
you watch, because this is not
exclusive to hockey. No matter the spoil, I guarantee you
have said that phrase (in propel context) before. However,
for the sake of this column, we
will focus on the goalie.
Keing a fan of the Dallas
Stars, I have had the privilege (or misfortune, depending on your point of view) of
watching Marty TUTCO patrol
the crease for the past sev-

eral years. Recently — as in
the previous two seasons
— they were some of the
most frustrating times of my
life. If you have ever watched
Turco play before, you know
what 1 mean.
Unlike goalies like llenrik
Umdqvist or Roberto Uiongo,
who look so calm, collected
and even graceful in the net,
lure ii looked like a fish out of
water, flopping all over the
ice, making diving, sprawling
attempts at the puck.
liarlier in his career, that was
actually effective because of
his elite athleticism. However,
the last two seasons (and even
this season in Chicago... sorry,
Blackhawks fans) his age has
slowed him down and he lias
looked completely lost on the
ice. So naturally, there have
been a lot of those. "I could
have stopped that," moments
in my lifetime.
I have played hockey, with
the exception for a four-year
hiatus towards the end of my
grade school career, for my
enlin- life. I lowever, my organized hockey experience is

just as a skater. I say"organr/ed
hockey," because I had played
goalie before, but that was in
street hockey. Quite frankly, I
wasn't too bad at it. Naturally,
this made me feel like I could
actually stop "that shot."
Iri give you an idea of how
jaded my sense of reality was:
we would play on a 25-by-25
foot slab of concrete in my
backyard with a net that was
smaller than regulation size
My friends would go oneon-one while I patrolled the
net with what were essentially giant sponges strapped
to my legs, with an actual
goalie mask and goalie gloves.
No chest pad, no protective pants, no cup. this was
fun until my friends starled
developing man muscles,
and could physically harm
me with a shot.
In short, it was tough for
them to score, not because of
my talents (or lack thereof), but
because of the surrounding
circumstances, They couldn't
get a good shot off, didn't
have much space to shoot at
and didn't have a lot of room

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
As primary approaches.
Democrats seek
student for City
Council

communicating about
city-related issues to constituents would be important.
City council salary is
I'he Rowling (ireen $5,000 per year. The filing
Democratic I'arty is look- deadline is Tuesday, Feb. 2
ing for an energetic student at 4 p.m. There would be a
to run for City Council in partisan primary on May 4
the first Ward. There are (if there were more than one
currently no students on candidate for a particular
City Council even though party to file). The general
Students comprise one of election would be Nov. 2.
the biggest constituencies You must be registered to
in the community.
vote in the First Ward withRunning for Council in Howling (ireen.
would be a great experiIf you are interested in
ence for a student inter- running, please contact me
ested in a public service at mikezickartn'yahoo.com.
career.
Requirements
are two Monday evening
Mike Zickar
meetings a month and
Wood County
occasional committee
Democratic Party, Chair
meetings, In addition.

rEfb Did you know?
£ ^1^ Nick Rose, J BCSU National Recruit from
> i^^^ I
hngland, accidentally took the wrong plane to
^^fc"
campus, and ended up in Bowling Green, KY.
home of the Western Kentucky University. The WKU track
coach convinced him to stay and he went on to place in the mi
at the NCAA meet.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's now to get in touch with us lor letters to the editor:

to play on. I, of course, was sore, I was gassed and my toughest job in all of sports.
too young and naive to real- ego was bruised.
1 mean, you have to be
As 1 learned, to be an ice absolutely insane to stand
ize this at the time, so when I
yelled at Turco through my TV hockey goalie (1 no longer con- in a net as grown men blast
screen, I thought it was with sider street hockey goalie to be vulcanized rubber at you.
good merit. Thai was until last a credible argument to this) Regardless of the reason, I
weekend, when I truly played you have to be flexible and in can safely say that I never will
goalie for the first lime.
great physical condition, two criticize the play of a goaltender going forward.
It wasn't even in a real things which I am not.
On die first shot attempt
As I now get to the point
game-type setting, it was
remarkably similar to my I faced, 1 dropped down to that I am trying to make, the
previous goalie experience- make a pad save, but the next time you see a goalie
two-on-two on a tiny slab puck hit a chip in the ice and allow a soft' goal, do yourself
of ice at a Bowling (ireen deflected to my right. 1 stuck a favor and don't say, "1 could
park. Except this time, I the pad out to attempt to get have stopped that," because
was fully padded.
a toe on it, and 1 felt my groin no, you probably couldn't
To be frank with you, it was and hips simultaneously pop, have (unless you played goalthe single hardest thing I have After about 15 minutes of ie in organized hockey before,
ever done in my life.
dropping down and standing but then my point is moot).
This experience was a great
II you are not properly up. I was ready to lie down.
trained in the art of goal1 have covered the HC hock- one for me, and if you are
tending, it would be like if ey team for the past year now, a hockey fan and have the
your high school football and, to die best of my knowl- means to play goalie at least
coach made you put on one edge, 1 have never criticized once in your life, 1 strongly
of those sumo wrestler suits one of our goaltenders (if you suggest you try it. I guarantee
and made you do up-downs. can provide me with evidence it will change your perspecI am not exaggerating. 1 actu- refuting that claim, feel free tive of the game.
ally felt like I was wearing to e-mail me and I will gladly
As for Turco, nothing I said
one of those suits because of admit to being wrong).
applies to him. 1 still think
the bulky chest pad, which
I don't know if that is just that he is terrible.
made movement difficult.
by chance or because 1 have
Fast forward to the end known all of these years that
Respond to Ryan at
of the day: my legs were playing goalie is really the
thenews@bgnews.com

Resolutions prove hard to keep
Break self-improvement goals into smaller steps to ensure success, long-term achievement
Seeing a need to improve nature to you. Pretty soon it'll
yourself and making the be weird for you to not do it.
commitment to that goal is
Now, of course, this doesn't
-rfWV ' BRYAN WARRICK
a very important step toward mean you should make huge
.^*^-COLUMNIST
making your life belter. It is changes to your life or your
indeed worth the time and schedule. We have school,
effort, if you are willing to work, friends, lives and those
The weather outside is biting work at it.
are all important things that
cold and miserable. People
Of course, you don't have you cannot put aside. But a
are just settling into their to wait for the new year to roll devotion to small improvenew classes and the Browns around; you can do it when- ments over time will have a
are done playing for the sea- ever you are able to or want to. huge effect on you.
son. Yes, it is lanuary.
But the symbolism of the new
One of the most popular
We are just more than year and the fresh start that goals people set for themthree weeks into the new comes with it makes too good selves around this time of the
year and already it seems a metaphor to not use it as a year is to get healthier. Lose
like it's been 2011 for a long starting place to get better.
some weight, build some
time. But it hasn't even been
Now, everyone is different muscle and look a little beta month yet. That raises a and while I think my advice ter. Changing your schedule
good question: I low many of can help you if you follow it, overnight from no or little
you are still sticking to your for others it might not work. exercise to a lot will only hurt
new year's resolution?
If that ends up being the youandlireyouout. But what
If you haven't stuck to case, you can tell this loud- if you make a promise to quit
them, if you long ago gave up mouthed columnist to stop drinking pop? A serious devoon them, don't worry. You're writing things he doesn't tion to that goal? Giving up
not the only one. Most people have a clue about.
soda can do wonders for you.
don't make it out of the first
Every time there is a resolu- Or even making the effort to
month of the year before they tion to follow for self-improve- eat just a little bit healthier?
decide to just wait till the next ment, there is one easy way to
Giving up soda pop alone
New Year to follow through stick with it: make it a habit. can lead to losing weight,
on their goals. In fact, a good For those first few weeks, and maybe you shouldn't
number of people purposely work toward your goal with work out every day, but
avoid making resolutions just all the intensity and devotion what if you added just one
to save them the time and that you can possibly muster. extra day at the gym every
effort. It can be hard work It may not be fun, but after week? Nothing hard, but
trying to improve yourself.
awhile it will become second something you still have to

motivate yourself to stick to
over weeks and eventually
months. You will see results.
Look, small steps may seem
like an easy thing to stick to,
but trust me, you will start to
slip. Maybe having just one
pop will be OK, or maybe
skipping the gym on the day
your suppose to go won't
hurt. That is a slippery slope
that can lead to you not doing
anything of the small things
to help. And soon you're right
back where you started.
These small things may
seem easy to read, but to
commit to them takes a lot
more work, and not just for
getting healthy. This works
for almost every type of
resolution that people try to
follow every time we start a
new year. Focus on working
on small things and commit
to those small things. Before
you know it, you'll see what
you are capable of doing.
We're only a month into
2011; there is plenty of
time to get into the resolution spirit.

Respond to Bryan at
thenews@bifnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenewst»>bgnews.com.

■ D.op a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Moscow airport bombing, killing at Giffords' aide to
least 35, declared terrorist attack attend address
By Nataliya Vasilyeva
The Associated Press

Moscow — Terrorist*
struck again in the heart
uf Russia, with a suicide
bomber blowing himself up
Monday in Moscow's busiest airport and turning its
international arrivals terminal into a smoky, bloodspattered hall of dismembered bodies, screaming
survivors and abandoned
suitcases. At least 35 people
were killed, including two
British travelers.
No one claimed responsibility for the blast at
Domodedovo Airport that
also wounded 180 people,
although Islamic militants
in the southern Russian
region of Chechnya have
been blamed for previous
attacks in Moscow, including
a double suicide bombing on
the capital's subway system
in March 2010 that resulted
in 40 deaths.
President
Dmitry
Medvedev called it a terrorist attack and immediately tightened security at
Moscow's two other com-

mercial airports and other
key transportation facilities.
It was the second time in
sevenycarsthatDomodedovo
was involved in a terrorist
attack: In 2004, two female
suicide bombers penetrated
the lax security there, illegally bought tickets from airport personnel and boarded
planes that exploded in flight
and killed 90 people.
Medvedev canceled plans
to travel Tuesday to the World
Economic Forum in Davos.
Switzerland, where he aimed
to promote Russia as a profitable investment haven to
world business leaders.
Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin ordered the health
minister to send her deputies to hospitals to make sure
the injured were getting the
medical care they needed.
Russians still look to the
tough-talking Putin as the
leader they trust to guarantee their security, and
Monday's attack was likely
to strengthen the position of
the security forces that form
part of his base.
Large-scale battles in
Chechnya ended years ago,

following two devastating wars that Russia waged
with the republic's separatists, but Islamic militants
have continued to carry
out suicide bombings and
other attacks. Most have
been in Chechnya and other
predominantly
Muslim
provinces in the southern
Caucasus region, but some
have targeted Moscow,
includingitssubways, trains
and even a theater.
In Washington, President
Bamck Obama condemned
the "outrageous act of terrorism" and offered any assistance. Those comments
were echoed by British Prime
Minister David Cameron,
who spoke with Medvedev
and assured him of his complete support.
Monday's attack was most
likely carried out by a suicide
bomber and "attempts were
being made to identify him,"
Investigative
Committee
spokesman Vladimir Markin
said, adding that the attacker
appeared to have been wearing the explosives on a belt.
The blast came at 4:32 p.m..
when hundreds of passengers

Intern to take place of injured Ariz,
representative at State of the Union tonight

"There was lots of
blood, severed legs

By Dxlctw Suptrvill*

flying around."
Yelena /atferkovnaya | Official

and workers were in a loosely
guarded part of the terminal.
They were sprayed with shrapnel of screws and ball bearings,
intended to cause as many
casualties as possible.
The terminal filled with
thick smoke as witnesses
described a scene of horror.
'There was lots of blood,
severed legs flying around,"
said Yelena Zatserkovnaya, a
Lufthansa official.
Airport workers turned
baggage carts into makeshift stretchers to wheel the
wounded to ambulances outside, she said.
Amateur video showed a
pile of bodies on the floor,
with other dead scattered
around. Luggage also was
strewn around the terminal and several small fires
burned. A dazed man in a
suit pushed a baggage cart
through lhe haze.

The Associated Press

WASIIINOTON-Anintern
to Rep. Cabrielle Cliffords
who aided the congresswoman after she was shot
in the head and the lam
ily of a 9-year-old girl who
was killed will sit with first
lady Michelle Obama foi
President Harack Obama's
State of the Union address
Tuesday night
Giffords'
husband,
Houston-based astronaut
Mark Kelly, does not plan
to attend. Kelly was invited, but her office said lie
wants to stay close In IIi->
wife. Giffords was transferred last Friday from the
Tucson hospiial where
she had been a patient
since the Ian. B shooting
to a Houston facility for
rehabilitation.
Intern Daniel Hernandez
was hailed as a hero alter
the rampage in Tin sun in
which 18 others were shot
at a constituent event the

Democratic congresswoman was holding. Six people
were killed, including a federal judge and 9-year-old
girl Christina Taylor Green.
White House press Bee
rctary Robert Gibbs said
Monday that Hernandez

and Green's family would
attend the speech.
I he
20 year-old
University ol Arizona student rushed lo (affords'

side and pui pressure on
her wounds until medical
personnel arrived,
When in' spoke Ian. 12
al a nationally televised
memorial service in fucson,
Hernandez shunned the
hero label. Bui when il was
his turn to speak. Obama
politely disagreed and
assured Hernandez that he
was. in fact, a hero.
Hernandez sal nex) to
Obama during the service.
On Tuesday night, lie and
Mrs. Obama's other ginsis
will sn in her box overlooking ihe floor of the House.
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"I trust these people with my life every day in the gym, so they're great friends to
me and I wouldn't trade that in for anything."
- Senior Mariah Compton, on the University cheerleading team, after the team placed fourth at the
Universal Cheerleading Association Nationals [see story, pg. 1].
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How long do you think most people stick with their New Year's resolution?
'Five minutes"

"A month and a

1 don't think they

half"

do."
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Personal experience shows difficulty of being goalie
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We've been there before.
Sitting on the couch, watching your favorite NIII. team
play and all of the sudden,
your team's goalie allows a
bud goal. Tliis leads to a large
string of obscenities blurted,
items hurled across the room,
hair l>eing pulled out, etc. This
goes on for several minutes
before you utter that phrase: •
"I could have stopped that."
It doesn't matter what sport
you watch, because this is not
exclusive to hex'key. No matter the sport, I guarantee you
have said that phrase (in proper context) before. However,
for the sake of this column, we
will focus on the goalie.
Being a fan of the Dallas
Stars, I have had the privilege (or misfortune, depending on your point of view) of
watching Marty Turco patrol
the crease for the past sev-

eral years. Recently — as in
l le previous
the
two seasons
' Previous two
theyy were
were some
some °f
of me
the
— ,ne
mosI
most frustrating times of my
life. If you have ever watched
Turco play before, you know
what I mean.
Unlike goalies like llenrik
Iundqvist or Roberto Luongo,
who look so calm, collected
and even graceful in the net,
Turco looked like a fish out of
water. Mopping all over the
ice, making diving, sprawling
attempts at the puck.
Iiarlier in his career, that was
actually effective because of
his elite athleticism. However,
the last two seasons (and even
this season in Chicago... Sony,
Hlackhawks fans) his age has
slowed him down and he has
looked completely lost on the
ice. So naturally, there have
been a lot of those, "I could
have stopped that," moments
in my lifetime.
I have played hockey, with
the exception for a four-year
hiatus towards the end of my
grade school career, for my
entire life. I lowever, my organized hockey experience is

just as a skater. I say "organized
hockey," because I had played
goalie
Koalie before, but that was in
street hockey. Quite frankly, I
wasn't too bad at it. Naturally,
this made me feel like I could
actually stop "that shot."
To give you an idea of how
jaded my sense of reality was:
we would play on a 25-by-25
foot slab of concrete in my
backyard with a net that was
smaller than regulation size.
My friends would go oneon-one while I patrolled the
net with what were essentially giant sponges strapped
to my legs, with an actual
goalie mask and goalie gloves.
No chest pad, no protective pants, no cup. This was
fun until my friends started
developing man muscles,
and could physically harm
me with a shot.
In short, it was tough for
them to score, not because of
my talents (orlackthereof),but
because of the surrounding
circumstances. They couldn't
get a good shot off, didn't
have much space to shoot at
and didn't have a lot of room

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
As primary approaches,
Democrats seek
student for City
Council

communicating about
city-related issues to constituents would be important.
City council salary is
The Bowling Green $5,000 per year. The filing
Democratic Party is look- deadline is Tuesday, Feb. 2
ing for an energetic student at 4 p.m. There would be a
to run for City Council in partisan primary on May 4
the First Ward. There are (if there were more than one
currently no students on candidate for a particular
City Council even though party to file). The general
students comprise one of election would be Nov. 2.
the biggest constituencies You must be registered to
in the community.
vote in the First Ward withRunning for Council in Bowling Green.
would be a great experiIf you are interested in
ence for a student inter- running, please contact me
ested in a public service at mikezickan®yahoo.com.
career.
Requirements
are two Monday evening
MikeZickar
meetings a month and
Wood County
occasional committee
Democratic Party, Chair
meetings. In addition,

Nick Roit, i BGSU Nitiowl Recruit from
England, accidentally took the wrong plane to
campus, and ended up in Bowling Green. KY,
home of the Western Kentucky University. The WKU track
coach convinced him to stay and he went on to place in the mile
at the NCAA meet.

SPEAK YOURMIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

to play on. 1,I, of course, was
too young and naive to realize this at the time, so when 1I
toe
yelled at Iurco through my TV
screen, I thought it was with
good merit. That was until last
weekend, when I truly played
goalie for the first time.
It wasn't even in a real
game-type setting. It was
remarkably similar to my
previous goalie experiencetwo-on-two on a tiny slab
of ice at a Bowling Green
park. Except this time, I
was fully padded.
To be frank with you, it was
the single hardest thing I have
ever done in my life.
If you are not properly
trained in the art of goaltending, it would be like if
your high school football
coach made you put on one
of those sumo wrestler suits
and made you do up-downs.
I am not exaggerating. I actually felt like I was wearing
one of those suits because of
the bulky chest pad, which
made movement difficult.
Fast forward to the end
of the day: my legs were

sore, I was gassed and my
ego was bruised.
As I learned, to be an ice
hockey goalie (1(I no longer consider street hockey goalie to be
a credible argument to this)
you have to be flexible and in
great physical condition, two
things which I am not.
On the first shot anempt
I faced, I dropped down to
make a pad save, but the
puck hit a chip in the ice and
deflected to my right. I stuck
the pad out to attempt to get
a toe on it, and 1 felt my groin
and hips simultaneously pop.
After about 15 minutes of
dropping down and standing
up, I was ready to lie down.
I have covered the BCi hockey team for the past year now.
and, to the best of my knowledge, I have never criticized
one of our goaltenders (if you
can provide me with evidence
refuting that claim, feel free
to e-mail me and I will gladly
admit to being wrong).
I don't know if that is just
by chance or because I have
known all of these years that
playing goalie is really the

toughest job in all <of sports.
1 mean, you have
havi to be
absolutely insane ito stand
in a net as grown nmen blast
rubbei at you.
vulcanized rubber
Regardless of the ireason, I
can safely say that I never will
criticize the play of a goaltender going forward.
As I now get to the point
that I am trying to make, the
next time you see a goalie
allow a 'soft' goal, do yourself
a favor and don't say, "I could
have stopped that," because
no, you probably couldn't
have (unless you played goalie in organized hockey before,
but then my point is moot).
This experience was a great
one for me, and if you are
a hockey fan and have the
means to play goalie at least
once in your life, I strongly
suggest you try it. I guarantee
it will change your perspective of the game.
As for Turco, nothing I said
applies to him. I still think
that he is terrible.
Respond to Ryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

Resolutions prove hard to keep
Break self-improvement goals into smaller steps to ensure success, long-term achievement
Seeing a need to improve
yourself and making the
commitment to that goal is
BRYAN WARRICK
a very important step toward
COLUMNIST
making your life better. It is
indeed worth the time and
effort, if you are willing to
The weather outside is biting work at it.
cold and miserable. People
Of course, you don't have
are just settling into their to wait for the new year to roll
new classes and the Browns around; you can do it whenare done playing for the sea- ever you are able to or want to.
son. Yes, it is January.
But the symbolism of the new
We are just more than year and the fresh start that
three weeks into the new comes with it makes too good
year and already it seems a metaphor to not use it as a
like it's been 2011 for a long starting place to get better.
time. But it hasn't even been
Now, everyone is different
a month yet. That raises a and while I think my advice
good question: How many of can help you if you follow it,
you are still sticking to your for others it might not work.
new year's resolution?
If that ends up being the
If you haven't stuck to case, you can tell this loudthem, if you long ago gave up mouthed columnist to stop
on them, don't worry. You're writing things he doesn't
not the only one. Most people have a clue about.
don't make it out of the first
Every time there is a resolumonth of the year before they tion to follow for self-improvedecide to just wait till the next ment, there is one easy way to
New Year to follow through stick with it: make it a habit.
on their goals. In fact, a good For those first few weeks,
number of people purposely work toward your goal with
avoid making resolutions just all the intensity and devotion
to save them the time and that you can possibly muster.
effort. It can be hard work It may not be fun, but after
trying to improve yourself.
awhile it will become second
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nature to you. Pretty soon it'll
be weird for you to not do it.
Now, of course, this doesn't
mean you should make huge
changes to your life or your
schedule. We have school,
work, friends, lives and those
are all important things that
you cannot put aside. But a
devotion to small improvements over time will have a
huge effect on you.
One of the most popular
goals people set for themselves around this time of the
year is to get healthier. Lose
some weight, build some
muscle and look a little better. Changing your schedule
overnight from no or little
exercise to a lot will only hurt
you and tire you out. But what
if you make a promise to quit
drinking pop? A serious devotion to that goal? Giving up
soda can do wonders for you.
Or even making the effort to
eat just a little bit healthier?
Giving up soda pop alone
can lead to losing weight,
and maybe you shouldn't
work out every day, but
what if you added just one
extra day at the gym every
week? Nothing hard, but
something you still have to

motivate yourself to stick to
over weeks and eventually
months. You will see results.
Look, small steps may seem
like an easy thing to stick to,
but trust me, you will start to
slip. Maybe having just one
pop will be OK, or maybe
skipping the gym on the day
your suppose to go won't
hurt. That is a slippery slope
that can lead to you not doing
anything of the small things
to help. And soon you're right
back where you started.
These small things may
seem easy to read, but to
commit to them takes a lot
more work, and not just for
getting healthy. This works
for almost every type of
resolution that people try to
follow every time we start a
new year. Focus on working
on small things and commit
to those small things. Before
you know it, you'll see what
you are capable of doing.
We're only a month into
2011; there is plenty of
time to get into the resolution spirit.

Respond to Bryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

■ E-mail us at thenewsuSbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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Moscow airport bombing, killing at Giffords' aide to
least 35, declared terrorist attack attend address
ByNat«HyaV*s»y«va
The Associated Press

MOSCOW — Terrorists
struck again in the heart
of Russia, with a suicide
bomber blowing himself up
Monday in Moscow's busiest airport and turning its
international arrivals terminal into a smoky, bloodspattered hall of dismembered bodies, screaming
survivors and abandoned
suitcases. At least 35 people
were killed, including two
British travelers.
No one claimed responsibility for the blast at
Domodedovo Airport that
also wounded 180 people,
although Islamic militants
in the southern Russian
region of Chechnya have
been blamed for previous
attacks in Moscow, including
a double suicide bombing on
the capital's subway system
in March 2010 that resulted
in 40 deaths.
President
Dmitry
Medvedev called it a terrorist attack and immediately lightened security at
Moscow's two other com-

mercial airports and other
key transportation facilities.
It was the second time in
sevenyearsthatDomodedovo
was involved in a terrorist
attack: In 2004, two female
suicide bombers penetrated
the lax security there, illegally bought tickets from airport personnel and boarded
planes that exploded in flight
and killed 90 people.
Medvedev canceled plans
to travel Tuesday to the World
Economic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland, where he aimed
to promote Russia as a profitable investment haven to
world business leaders.
Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin ordered the health
minister to send her deputies to hospitals to make sure
the injured were getting the
medical care they needed.
Russians still look to the
tough-talking Putin as the
leader they trust to guarantee their security, and
Monday's attack was likely
to strengthen the position of
the security forces that form
part of his base.
Large-scale battles in
Chechnya ended years ago,

following two devastating wars that Russia waged
with the republic's separatists, but Islamic militants
have continued to carry
out suicide bombings and
other attacks. Most have
been in Chechnya and other
predominantly
Muslim
provinces in the southern
Caucasus region, but some
have targeted Moscow,
including itssubways, trains
and even a theater.
In Washington, President
Barack Obama condemned
the "outrageous act of terrorism" and offered any assistance. Those comments
were echoed by British Prime
Minister David Cameron,
who spoke with Medvedev
and assured him of his complete support.
Monday's attack was most
likely carried out by a suicide
bomber and "attempts were
being made to identify him,''
Investigative Committee
spokesman Vladimir Markin
said, adding that the attacker
appeared to have been wearing the explosives on a belt.
The blast came at 4:32 p.m.,
when hundreds of passengers

Intern to take place of injured Ariz,
representative at State of the Union tonight

"There was lots of
blood,severed legs

By Dariana Supwvil*

flying around."

The Associated Press

Yelena Zatserkovnaya | Official

WASHINGTON—An intern
to Rep. Gabrielle Giffords
who aided the congresswoman after she was shot
in the head and the family of a 9-year-old girl who
was killed will sit with first
lady Michelle Obama for
President Barack Obama's
State of the Union address
Tuesday night.
Giffords'
husband,
Houston-based astronaut
Mark Kelly, does not plan
to attend. Kelly was invited, but her office said he
wants to stay close to his
wife. Giffords was transferred last Friday from the
Tucson hospital where
she had been a patient
since the Jan. 8 shooting
to a Houston facility for
rehabilitation.
Intern Daniel Hernandez
was hailed as a hero after
the rampage in Tucson in
which 18 others were shot
al a constituent event the

and workers were in a loosely
guarded part of the terminal.
They were sprayed with shrapnel of screws and ball bearings,
intended to cause as many
casualties as possible.
The terminal filled with
thick smoke as witnesses
described a scene of horror.
'There was lots of blood,
severed legs flying around,"
said Yelena Zatserkovnaya, a
Lufthansa official.
Airport workers turned
baggage carts into makeshift stretchers to wheel the
wounded to ambulances outside, she said.
Amateur video showed a
pile of bodies on the floor,
with other dead scattered
around. Luggage also was
strewn around the terminal and several small fires
burned. A dazed man in a
suit pushed a baggage cart
through the haze.

Democratic congresswoman was holding. Six people
were killed, including a federal judge and 9-year-old
girl Christina Taylor Green.
White House press secretary Robert Gibbs said
Monday thai Hernandez
and Green's family would
attend the speech.
Hie
20-year-old
University of Arizona student rushed to Cliffords'
side and put pressure on
her wounds until medical
personnel arrived.
When he spoke Ian. 12
at a nationally televised
memorial service in Tucson,
Hernandez shunned the
hero label. But when it was
his turn to speak. Obama
politely disagreed and
assured I lernandez that he
was. in fact, a hero.
Hernandez sat next to
Obama during the service.
On Tuesday night, he and
Mrs. Obama's other guests
will sit in her box overlooking the floor of the House.
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It's a moment of perfect synergy.
Jordon Crawford, running the
offense from the point, sends
a lob pass toward the basket;
his target. Torian Ogleshy, has
already started his approach. In
a matter of seconds, it's resulted
in another crowd-pleasing alleyoopdunk, bringingtheAIKli IM ii i
Arena crowd to its feet.
Considered
non-factors
at the beginning of the season, Oglesby and Crawford
have become key cogs in the
BCi offense, combining for
15,6 points per game in MidAmerican Conference play and
connecting for alley-oops on
an almost once-a-game basis.
While BG coach Louis ()rr put
Oglesby and Crawford in a position to affect the game, the alley
oop isn't a designed play call by
the coach.
"It's just us really playing. I
think it goes off of the court, too,"
Crawford said. "Me and him are
really close off of the court, too.
So, I feel once we go on the court
we know what we are capable
of, and know that each other are
going to be in the right spot... we
just read each oi her."
Reading and reacting to
each other on the court is a

process that has developed
When Crawford can connect
Mine Oglesby arrived at BG as with Oglesby for the alley-oop,
a junior-college transfer from it's almost second nature for
the 6-foot-7 inch forward to
Mott Community College.
"From the start, when 1 first got finish the play in highlighthere and we were in the gym, 1 reel fashion.
"Throw it down, just throw it
just kept telling him throw it
up' cause that's what I'm used down," Oglesby said. "Ahhh man,
to doing, Oglesby said. "He fig- just go up there and do what I do.
ured that's the right thing to do, lump as high as I can jump, catch
the ball, put it there and get the
sows do it"
While the alley-oop is coin two points."
plete with Crawford recogAn alley-oop counts the same
nizing and connecting with on the scoreboard as any other
i Iglesby, the move doesn't two-point basket, but its impact
succeed without the offensive goes beyond, often sending the
build-up thai starts at the other crowd into a frenzy and, more
importantly, pumping up the
end of the court.
Off an inbound pass or a entire team.
defensive stop, Crawford sets
With the alley-oop quickly
the pace for the offense, either becoming their trademark conpushing the ball in a fast-break- nection, Crawford and Oglesby
style attack or slowly setting up a have helped turn around a team
play mid-court.
that started the season with a
Whether t he c ilTense is mi iving dismal 1-8 record.
at a rapid pace or a slower, more
Since a 59-52 loss to Western
methodical one, Oglesby has to Kentucky on Dec. 8, the Falcons
make the effort to get from his have gone 7-3 and 3-2 in the
own defensive end to the Oppo- MAC, good for a tie atop the
site i iin - the launching pad for MAC Fast standings.
an alley-oop.
Key to the turnaround,
"We've been preaching run- Ogleshy and Crawford have
ning rim-to-rim. and lately both seen their minutes and
he's been running rim-to-rim," points go up since the Falcons
Crawford said. "So you gotta early season struggles, an effort
reward your big man for runSee ALLEY-OOP | Pane 7
ning, so 1 just throw it up there
and he go get it."

BG travels up 1-75 to continue rivalry with Toledo
By Paul Barney
Spo'ts Editor

BG men's basketball coach Louis
()i-r has always said the next game is

the biggest game of the year.
Tonight, it s Toledo.
One of ihe most storied rivalries
in (he Mid-American Conference
will resume its tightly contested
series at 7:30 p.m. inside Savage
Anna and will be broadcasted on
Sports Time Ohio.
This is Ihe Kilst all-time meeting between the two schools, with
the Rockets holding a slim 83-77
advantage.
Both teams are headed in opposite directions ilus season, as BG is
tied for first in the MAC Fast with
Buffalo, Kent Staleand Miami, while
UT is last in the west division.
The Falcons (8-11, 3-2) defeated
the Rockets (4-15, 1-4) a year ago at
Anderson Arena, 58-47, and had four
players score in double figures.
Toledo has struggled to score this
season, averaging just 58 points per
game and shooting just under 41
percent from the field.

FACEBOOK

I lie Rockets also have trouble
protecting the basketball — averaging 15.8 turnovers per game — the
second worst in the MAC.
Despite their struggles, however,
Orr said records are thrown out
when it comes to rivalry games
"You can always throw out records
and everything else." he said. "You
have to take that in consideration.
You can't let your emotions lake
away from what you're trying to

"You can always throw out
records and everything else.

By S*an Shapiro

You have to take that in
consideration. You can't let
your emotions take away
from what you're trying to
accomplish on the court"

accomplish on the court"
And for BG. its looking for its
fourth win in its last five meetings
against UT.
All foul of the Rockets win this
season have come inside Savage
Arena, which is something On said
he is also taking into consideration.
"Every coach wants to win their
home game." Orr said. "They want to
Win every game, but you want to have
a homecourt advantage. We have to
play the game a certain way and play
to our strengths to put ourselves in
the best position to be successlul.
Flaying at home ... they're going to
havea certain comfort level. Winning
on the road is always a challenge."

Orr, assistant coaches take
advantage of film room

Louis On | fakot:

The Falcons are 2-9 away from
Anderson Arena this season and 27 in true road games — losing their
last two road games (Kent Stale

and Akron),
Toledo will look for its sophomore
guard Malcolm Griffin to have a big
game, who leads the Rockets with
12.7 points per game and is shooting
47 percent from the field.
"Griffin has had some really big
games for them offensively," Orr
said. "(Toledo] is going to play hard.
They're trying to get better everyday
like we are."

TWITTER

loportei
While t he men's basketball team has
improved on the court, winning six
of its last eight games, they've also
improved off the court in regards to

breaking down film.
A common practice for coaches
and players, using opponents' game
film is a way of diagnosing and discovering issues, while also designing a game plan.
"I try lo watch as many games as
I can," said coach Louis Orr. "Til try
to watch them play against as many
/one teams as I can because we play
a kit of zone, and you watch their
defense to see what defenses they
use and how people attack them.
Then you give the kids as much as
you can and hope- you don't overload them. Overtime, you hope they
become like coaches: They watch
film and pick up things, things that
can give them advantages."
While Orr hopes the players

TRACK AND FIELD

become more like coaches, he
still relies heavily on his three
assistants — LaMonta Stone,
Louis Twigg and Dennis llopson
— as they break up the game film
and dissect opponents before
each game.
The four coaches, Orr and his
assistants, will then put together an
edited product for the players lo prepare for the next game.
While the coaches still bear the
majority of the film reviewing
responsibilities, the players have
become more of an asset in the
film room.
I think they are getting better,"
Orr said. "We want them to think
like we |coaches| think, and when
they can point things out to us,
then you know that they are getting it. And they also have to lake
the things Ithcy seel from the film
and execute them in a game. It's a
SoN0TES|Paqe7
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Falcons prepare for 'Steeler-like'
defense of arch-rival Rockets
By Sman Shapiro

Buffalo to 53 points Saturday.

Senior Reporter

The Toledo Rockets are the
Pittsburgh Steelcrs of MidAmericiin Conference women's basketball, at least according to H("i coach (km Miller.
Considering the Rockets'
tough defensive approach
to the game, Miller's comparison to the Super Howlbound NIT. team — who's
developed a reputation of
defense — isn't that far off as
Toledo has held opponents to
an impressive 59.9 points per
game this season.
"They have a team full of
players who will defend,"
Miller said. "They're all
going to defend, I'm getting
ready to talk to our team and
define them as the Pittsburgh
Steelers of MAC women's
basketball, because they are
fantastic defensively and very,
very physical.''
That Steeler-like defense
was put on display in Toledo's
most recent victory, limiting

Prochaska Player of the
Week
After averaging 23 points,
5.5 rebounds and 2.5 assists
last week, senior and twotime MAC Player of the
Year, Lauren Prochaska was
named the MAC liast Player
of the Week for the 11th time
in her career.
Leading the Falcons to
a pair of victories against
Buffalo
and
Central
Michigan. Prochaska posted
her fifth 30-point-scoring
game of her career.
The charity stripe
A self-proclaimed "stats
guy," if there's one statistic
Miller is looking at for the
match-up with Toledo it's
how often his team can get to

the free-throw line.
"We'll have to be able to
get to the foul line." Miller
said. "That's the key for us, it's
already going to be tough for
us to score against them."
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Curt Miller | BGcoach

1 lowever, getting to t he line played at Toledo's Savage
hasn't been an issue for the Arena, a MAC women's basFalcons, as through 1!) games ketball record 5,825 fans
this season they've averaged filled the stands. Both Miller
22.42 attempts per game.
and senior forward len Uhl
Leading the way from the are expecting a similar numline is Prochaska. who's con- ber of fans to be in attenverted on 118 of 125 trips this dance Wednesday.
season, including an NCAA
"I love Anderson Arena,
record 70 straight.
and it's probably the last
time I'll get to play Toledo."
Record crowd expected
Uhl said. "We'll have great
In what should be the fans and I hope Toledo's fans
final ever "Battle of 1-75" in make the trip."
Anderson Arena, a nearThe current record for
record crowd is expected to largest crowd in Anderson
make its way into trie "1 louse Arena is 1.4(18 from when the
that Roars."
falcons hosted Florida on
Last year when the teams March 17,1993.

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row. column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits) to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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SUDOKU
"Oh, it's going to
happen. It's going

ALLEY-OOP
From Page 6

Did you know?

to happen."

that has drawn praise from
Orr.
"lordon Crawford and
Torian Oglesby have had a
direct correlation with out
success." On said. "They
typify the development
we've shown."
The development for
both the Falcons and the
alley-ooping connection of
Crawford and Oglesby will
likely continue when they
head to Toledo for another

edition of the "Battle ol I
75" tonight.

And while Crawford is
just looking for another
victory. Oglesby was will
ing lo guarantee anothei
alley-oop
connection
against the Rockets.
"Oh. it's going to happen. It's
going to happen." he said.
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Months that
begin on a
Sunday will
always have
a 'Friday the
13th'.
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NOTES

forces coaches to make game one game back, the division
to-game adjustments in a is a wide-open race with 10
more condensed time period.
games to play.
From Page 6
"It's nothing something you
However, the MAC West
work in progress, and I think dwell on. As a coach, if you had has been dominated by
three or four days to prepare Hall Slate, whose f>-0 record
we're getting belter."
for every game, that would lx' slands as the only learn wilh
Change in scheduling
great," Orr said. "Although it an unblemished record in
Prior to the advancement would make the season go to conference play.
of television and the ensuing May. Ifyouaskourplayers.they Thievery
scheduling around the phe- want to play; if you're a coach,
nomena, men's college basket- you want to game prep."
With 9.9 steals a game, the
Falcons are tied with Georgia
ball was traditionally played All tied up
twice a week, on Wednesdays
Tech and Missouri for the fifth
After the falcons KJ-5H loss most in the nation.
and Saturdays.
The traditional schedule, lo Akron Saturday, the MidLeading the way in the
which allowed coaches three- American Conference Hast has steal category for HO are
to-four days to prepare for a turned into a four way tie for Scott Thomas, who has a
team-high 44 thefts this
game, has been replaced by the division lead.
one that crams more games
With Buffalo, KentStateand season and lordon Crawford
into a smaller time span and Miami also at 3-2, and Akron who has 40.
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Campus Location \~~j
!432WoosterSt. "

806-4267

i-KfilLCDMS vs. Toledo

'HOmrBSBAY. JANUARY 26 - 7:00pm

Bw Gee Stopping Cetitet

1062 N. Main

ANDERSON ARENA

352-9055

Hey Falcon fans! Come out on January 26 for the final battle between UT
and BG at venerable Anderson Arena. The first 1,000 fans in attendance
will receive FREE orange BGSU t-shirts as we look to Orange Out the
Rockets! Tickets are only $4.00 for Falcon Club members ROLL ALONG!

693-8826
843-2055 .
EBBS
3M-5055

TO©
Syiv.im.i

475-9855

841-5055

www.tinprousa.com
866TANPROI

I Spring Mt>jdOA> I Perf/sburq.Ronford

866-8655

605 Clough $725
122 S. College $1050

217 S. College $575

874-6455

Unlimited
Tanning

16

877.«(..>» TICKET

flGSUFALCONS.

99

mo.
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

m ftfi

• Large three bedroom
houses

• Close to Campus
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process that lias developed
since Oglesby arrived at BG as
a |unior-college transfei from
It's a moment "I perfect s> nergy. Mott Community College.
"From the start, whenlfirst got
fordon Qawford, running the
offense from the point, sends here and we were in the gym, 1
,i lob pass toward the basket; just kepi jelling him throw it
his target. Ibrian Uglesby, has up' cause dial's what I'm used
already started his appro* h. In lo doing,' Oglesby said, "lie liga matter of seconds, it's resulted un'il that's the right thing lo do,
in another crowd-pleasing alley iowedo ii
While the alley-oop is com
oopdunkibringingthe Anderson
plete vs. i i • i Crawford recog
Arena crowd to its feet
(lonsidered
non fa< tors nizing and connecting with
ai the beginning oi the sea- Oglesby. the move doesn't
son. Oglesby and Crawford succeed without the offensive
have become key > ogs in the build-up thai starts at the other
BG offense, combining for end 11 the conn.
till an Inbound pass or a
15.6 points pei game in MidAmerican Conference piaj an I defensive stop, Crawford sets
■ e toi the offense, either
connecting for .dies oops on
pushing the ball in a fast-break
an almost once-a-game basis,
While BG coach Louis Orrpul style attack orskiwlysettingupa
Uglesby and Crawford in ,i posi play niiil court.
Whethei theoffenseismo\ Ing
lion to affect the game, the alley
oop isn't a designed play call by at a rapid pace oi a slower, more
methodical one,' Iglesb) has to
the coach.
"It's jusi us reall) playing. I make the effort to get from Ins
thinkil goes off ofthci ourt, loo," own defensive end to the oppo
( rawfordsaid "Me and him arc site rim - the launching pad for
really dose oil oi the court, too ,111 alley nop
"We've been preaching runSo. I feel once we go on the court
we know what «■' are capable ning rini-io-rim. and lately
of, and know that eachothei an
he's been running rim-to-rim,"
going to lie in the i ight spot... we (Irawford said "So you gotta
reward your hig man for runjusi read each other."
Heading and reading to ning, so i jusi throw ii up there
each othei on the court is a and he go gel II

■■ *
& 9

•«!

'' ^ ,£

When Crawford can conned
with Oglesby for the alley oop,
it's almost second nature loi
the <>-foot-7 inch forward to
finish (he play in highlighlreel fashion
"Throw it down, jusi throw it
down,' Oglesby said "Ahhhmaa
just go up there and do what I do.
lump as high as 1t an jump, catch
the ball, put it there and get die
two points."
An alley oop i mints the same
on the scoreboard as any oilier
two-point baskel, but its impact
goes beyond, often sending the
crowd into a frenzy and, more
importantly, pumping up the
entire team.
With the alley nop quickly
becoming their trademark connection, Crawford and Oglesby
have helped turn around a team
thai started the season with a
dismal i ii record,
since a 59-52 loss to Western
Kentucky on Dec. R, the Falcons
have gone 7-3 and 3-2 in the
MAC, good lor a tie atop the
\1.V East standings.
Key to the turnaround,
Oglesby and Crawford have
both seen theii minutes and
paints go up since the Falcons
early season struggles, an effort
See ALLEY-OOP boe7

• ..V
' ^** &**"} *9m.•9*n5t <^r"° ta,'iw *B'

Orr, assistant coaches take
advantage of film room

BG travels up 1-75 to continue rivalry with Toledo
By P^ul Barney

lit, men's basketball i oach I ouis
()rr has alwa) s said the next game is
thebiggesl game of the year.
ronight, ii - loiedci.
One ol the most storied rivalries
in the Mid American Conference
will resume its tightly contested
seiies in 7:30 p.m. inside Savage
Anna and will be broadcasted on
Sports I imcOhio.
I his is the 161st all lime meet
ing between the two schools, with
the Rockets holding a slim B3 77
advantage.
Kuih learns arc headed in opposite directions this season, as b(, is
lied loi first in the MAC East with
Buffalo, Kent State and Miami while
111 is last in (In west division.
I he Falcons [8-11, 3-2) defeated
the Rockets 1-15, 1-4) a year ago at
Anderson Arena, 58 17. and had four
players score in double figures.
loledo has struggled to score ibis
season averaging jusi 58 points pet
game and shooting just undet II
percent from the field.

FACEBOOK

I he Rockets also have trouble
protecting the basketb ill
ing 15.8 turnovers pei game
the
sei (mil worst iii the MAI
Despite theii struggles, however,
tin said records are thrown out
when ii (oines to rivalry games.
"You can always throw out records
and everything else," he said 'You
have to take that in consideration.
You cam let youi emotions lake
av iv from what you're trying lo
accomplish on Ihei nun
' for IK ,. it- looking foi itfourth win in iis Iasi five meetings
against III.
All foui of the Rockets' win this
season have come inside Savage
Arena, which is something! In -aid
he is also taking into consideration.
I very coach wants to win theii
home game.' On said.' I hey waul lo
win every game, but you want to have
a homecourt advantage We have to
play the game a certain way and plav
in oui strengths to pm ourselves in
the best position to be successful.
Playing at home ... they're going to
have a certain comfort level Winning

i in the ii iiid is always a chalk i igi •

"You can always throw out
records and everything else.

By Scan Shapiro

You have to take that in
consideration. You can't let
your emotions take away
from what you're trying to
accomplish on the court"
■

Ihe Falcons are 2-9 away from
Anderson Arena tins season and 2
7 in true road games — losing their
Iasi two road games (Kent Mate
and Akron).
loledo will look for its sophomore
guard Malcolm (irilfin to have a big
game, who leads die Rockets with
12.7 points per game and is shooting
17 percent from the field
"(irilfin has had some really big
games for them offensively," Orr
said. " [Toledo] is going to play hard.
They're trying to gel betier everyday
like we are."

TWITTER

While the men's basketball team has
improved on ihe court, winning six
of its List eight games, they've also
improved oil Ihe court in regards to
breaking down film.
A common practice for coaches
and players, using opponents' game
film is a vvav of diagnosing and discovering issues, while also design
ing a game plan.
"1 II v in watch a- many games as
I cm. said coach Louis Orr. "I'll try
lo watch them play against as many
/one teams as I can because we plav
ii lot of /one. and you vvalch theii
defense to see what defenses they
use and how people attack them.
I hell you give the kids as nun h as
you can and hope you don't overload them. Over time, you hope Ihcy
become like eoachev lhev watch
film and pick up things, things that
can give them advantages."
While Orr hopes the players

TRACK AND FIELD

become more like coaches. Instill relies heavily on his three
assistants — LaMonta stone.
Louis Ivvigg and Dennis llopson
as they break up the game lilm
and dissei I opponents before
each game,
I he foui coaches, On anil his

assistants, will then put together an
edited pi i KIUCI II II the playcis io prepare for the next game.
While the coaches still bear the
majority of ihe film reviewing
responsibilities, the players have
become more ol an asset m the
lilm loom.
I think they are gelling heller,'
Orr said. We want them to think
like we [coaches] think, and when
ihey can point things out to us,
I hen you know dial they are gel
ling It, And they also have lo lake
Ihe things Ithey see] from the film
and execute them in a game, it's a
! NOTES | Page 7

SWIMMING

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG places eighth at All-Ohio

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a lwitter. Follow us

The BG trad and field team finished eighth

The BG swim learn returns lo its home pool

department on Facebook. Log on lo

fot breaking news and in-game updates from your

at the Al Ohio Championships this weekend.

Wednesday when it takes on Cleveland State

your account and search "BG News

favorite Faicon sports

Tlie Falcons earned two top-three finishes and

at 6 pm Be sure to pick up Wednesday's edi-

Sports' to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

scored in seven of 16 events.

tion of The BG News for a full preview.

DIA AND FQ&1 IMS I
»

<

Falcons host CSU on Wednesday

SPORTS

WWWBGNFWS.COM
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Falcons prepare for 'Steeler-like'
defense of arch-rival Rockets
By Scan Shapiro
So, ;

Buffalo to 53 points Saturday.
Prochaska Player of the
Week

The Toledo Rockets are the
Pittsburgh Steelers of MidAmerican Conference women's basketball, ai leas) according to BG coach Curl Miller.
Considering the Rockets'
tough defensive approach
to the game, Miller's com
parison to the Super Bowlbound Ml. team
who's
developed a reputation of
defense — isn'l thai On oil as

5

8

2

"They're all going to defend, I'm getting
ready to talk to our team and define them

3

5

9

3

3
7

4

6

as the Pittsburgh Steelers of MAC women's
basketball, because they are fantastic
time MAC Player of the
defensively and very, very physical."
Near, Lauren I'rorhaska was

9

named the MAC Basl I'lavci
of the Week for the 1 llh time
in her career.
Leading the falcons to
a pair of victories againsl
Buffalo
and
Central
Michigan. Prochaska posted
her fifth III point scoring
game of her career.

1

3

7

2

8

4

an impressive 59.9 points pei
game this season.
They have ;i team full of The charity stripe
players who will defend,"
Miller said. 'They're all
A self-proclaimed "stats
going ici defend, I'm getting guy." if there's one statistic
ready to talk to our team and Miller is looking at lot the
define them as the Pittsburgh match-up with Toledo it's
Steelers ol MAC women's how often his team can gel to
basketball, because they are the free-throw line.
fantastic defensively and very,
"Well have to be able to
very physical."
gel to the foul line," Miller
I hiit Steeler-like defense said."Ihat'sihe key lot us. It's
waspul on display in Toledo's already going to he lough for
most recent victory, limiting us to score against them."

7

1

After averaging z\ points,
5.5 rebounds and 2.5 assists
last week, senior and two-

loledo has held oppc incuts i<>

9

3

2

1
6

■

However, getting to the line
hasn't been an issue foi the
falcons, as through 19 games
this season they've averaged
22.42 attempts pet game.
I eading the way from the
line is Prochaska, who's con
verted on 118 of 125 trips this

played al Toledo's Savage
Arena, a MAI women's has
ketball record 5,825 fans
filled the stands. Both Millet
and senior forward len Uhl
are expec ling a similar number of fans to be in attendance Wednesday

season, including an \< \.\

I love Anderson Arena,
and it's probably the last
time I'll gel to pin loledo."
Uhl said. "Well have great
fans and I hope fbledo'sfans
make the trip."
I he ecu lent record l,u
largesl crowd in Anderson
Arena is I. inn from when the
falcon, hosted Florida on
March 17,1993.

record 70 straight.
Record crowd expected

In what should he the
final ever "Battle of 1-75" in
Anderson Arena, a neai
record crowd is expected to
make its wa\ into the "I louse
that Roars."
Last year when the teams

SUDOKU

we've shown.

I he

development

foi

bulb the I ale cms and the

alley ooping connci lion ol
< law lord and Oglesb) will
likely continue when they
head lo loledo lor anothei
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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SUDOKU
"Oh, it's going to

Did you know?

happen. It's going

Fiom Page 6

%c0 V

5

so that every ro v,<

ALLEY-OOP
thai has drawn praise from
Orr.
"lordon ( rawford and
Ibrian Oglesby have had a
direi I correlation with oui
success." On said 'The)
typify the development

3

to happen."

edition of the "Battle ol I75 tonight.

And while Crawfoi
jusi looking for anothei
\ icioi \. i Iglesby was will
ing to gnat.ml, e
alley oop
conn,

Months that
begin on a
Sunday will
always have
a 'Friday the
13th'.

I ''Is.

oh. it's going to happen. It's
going lo happen In said.

NEED TIRES?!

TIREIYIAN. THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE.
GETUPT0

$1

I
P

TYIERSTMU
RUNNING THE OFFENSE:

woik in pi ogress, and I think

we're getting better."
Change in scheduling
Prim to the advancement
ol television and the ensuing
scheduling around the phenomena, men's college basketball was traditionally played
twice a week, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays,
i he traditional schedule,
which allowed coaches three
ID-four days to prepare lor a
game, has been replaced by
one that crams more games
into a smaller lime span and

All tied up

After the Falcons 63-58 loss
lo Akron Saturday, the Mid
American Conference last has
utrned into a four way tie fur
the division lead.

With Buffalo, Kent State and
Miami also al :i-2, and Akron

one game hack, the division

14191

games to play.

Hall Slate1, whose 5-0 record
stands as the only team with
an unblemished record in
conference play.
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Thievery
With 'i'i steals a game, the
falcons are tied with Georgia
Ice h and Missouri for the fifth
most in the nation,
Leading the way in the
steal category lor BG are
Scoll Ihoinas. who has a
team-high II thefts this
season and lordon Crawford
who has 40,

^

FREE

T^FALCONS vs. Toledo

Tanning
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Bee Gee Shopping Center

1062 N. Main
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Across from ALDI s&wi

is ,i wide-open r.n e with ID
However, the MAC Wesl
has been dominated by

Mechanical
OIL CHANGE
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THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE

forces coaches to make game
to game adjustments in a
more condensed lime period.
"It's nothing something you
dwell on. As a coai h, if you had
three or four days to prepare
for every game, that would he
great" Orr said "Although it
would make the season go to
May. lfyou ask our players, they
ward to play; ii you're a coach.
you want lo game prep."

From Page 6
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Campus Location

flnv

Hey Falcon fans! Come out on January 26 for the final battle between UT
and BG at venerable Anderson Arena The first 1,000 fans in attendance
will receive FREE orange BGSU t-shirts as we look to Orange Out the
Rockets! Tickets are only $4.00 for Falcon Club members. . ROLL ALONG'

Open,
Everyday
www.tanprousa.com
866-TANPR0I
Sytvania

841-5055

I Spring Meadows

EBB •'»--

866-8655

605 Clough $725
122 S. College $1050

217 S. College $575

874-6455

Unlimited
Tanning
99

16

871.

mo.

TICKET
;-.
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main lour only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverenlals.com

FALCONS.

WE
• Large three bedroom
houses
• Close to Campus

8&

WWWBGNEWSCOM
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SISTER ACT

The Daily Crossword Fix

Sisters Nancy Eldridge and Caroline Coade perform Monday
night in the Moore Musical Arts Center
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VIBRATO: Ststeri Nancy Eldridge (Violin) and Caroline Coade (Viola) performed at (he Guest Artist Recital, which tool;

place in the Moore Musical Am Center Monday evening Above, the sisters perform the world premiere ol BraWon Blake's Duo
Concertante Below. Nancy Eldridge plays her violin as part of the Duo. which was composed by Paul Chihara

1 One in charge
5 Ticketless rail rider
9 Resell at a major markup
14 Pirate's syllables
15 Bean product?
16 More virtuous
17 Coach's pregame lecture
19 University of Maine town
20 Raptor's roost
21 Late-night Jay
23 Dianst Anais
24 Home selter-and-buyer's shortterm loan
28 TV revue since '75
29 Acting instructor's deg.. perhaps
30 Start to knock?
34 Pop music's Lady
37 Surround securely
41 1929 women's air race, as
dubbed by Will Rogers
44 Rail nder
45 1944 invasion city
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Services Offered
THE HEAT
Tanning Cenler
525 Ridge. 419-352-3588
NOW OPEN!
3 monlhs lor $69.00
In standard beds.

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS
• Reduced Rale in
January/February 2011 •
»Apartments Available •
READ All ABOUT IT!
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU *
First ten people
• Pet friendly community •
to sign a 12 month
* Heat included *
lease receive a two

EXTRA, EXTRA"

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at.

_^

2. 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th 8 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110

or 419-352-4456.
www rutterdudley.com

Play Sports! Have Fun' Save
Money' Maine camp needs counselors tor all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080, apply:
campcedar.com

70 Prepare for a shot
71 Speak at length
72 Soup veggies
73 Job opening
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Houses for rent. 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown.
$1500/mo, call 419-340-2500.
Large 1BR. near campus,
Avail Fall 2011,S475/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882

3 BR house,unfurn,139 S College
S1200 /mo. inclds. gas. dep. req.
Avail. 5/15/11, year tease.
Call 419-348-3134.

Looking for quiet resident.
Upstairs eftic. westside BG. Ideal
for grad student No pets, nonsmoking Will consider reduced
rent of $295/mo + utils tor Feb.
March. Apr. 2011 w/ 15/mo lease.
Call 419-352-2104.

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
$725/mo ♦util. call 419-708-9981
312 N. Enterprise
3 BR house, avail August 2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

May houses - close to campus:
145S248Troup-3BR.
201 & 1/2 S. College - 5 BR.
128 8 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

3BR apt. near campus/downtown.
S950/mo. utils incl. avail 08/2011.
Call 419-352-5882.

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES. HOUSES. HOUSESI
4BR houses w/A/C, W/D.
208Troup-$1050/mo,
826 Second St - S850/mo.
835 Fifth St - S675/mo,
239 Manville - S850/mo,
241 Manville - S850/mo.
249 Manville -S1050/mo.
3BR houses:
227 S. College - $950/mo.
402 S College - $850/mo.
831 Fifth St.- S675/mo
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman
wwwfroboserentals.com

3BR apt, S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly, $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, S1100/mo.
Avail for 11-12 sy-year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611
Cozy S quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace,
Avail June. $425/mo + elec
Call 419-654-5716

Room for rent, S. College,
S300/mo, newly remodeled1
Call 419-708-9981

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApar1ment8.com

Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable, WiFi,
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

■■■■■MHHHiBI

ALGEBRA 101:

Telephone Interviewing, PT.
No Sales. Relaxed Atmosphere.
Flexible Scheduling, Some days.
Mostly Evenings & Weekends,
In Perrysburg. Call 419-874-5842.

$200 PER MONTH
1,000$
^
Donate plasma at BioLife Plasma
Services. You receive money, get time
for studying, and best of all give life to
patients in need)

jry* CHILL OUT!
with our

N COOL DEALS!
2 Bedrooms - $609
•Intrted MmMtair bam ivulaut"

$99 - Deposit!"
FREE HEATI
PwlPaople Friendly'

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT WWW.BI0LIFEPLASMA.COM

1739 I MEL1

Jl • FINDLAY. OH

419

BioLife

No* Open
Monday-Friday 104

BONUS COUPON
(419) 353-7719

419-352-6335

'certain rodnam apply

218 N. Enterprise $850

•1

3 BR house. 404 S. College.
$625/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850

2BR house, near campus,
$750/mo, avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

300 Napoleon Koad fS^ (Only valid if signed before 2/2H/1O
in Bowling Green ISA

135 E. Merry $550

^ ■

1 room efflc. shared bath.
co-ed only, furn. avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15, 2011.
Call 41<9-601 -3225

bdrm apt for a one
bdrm price!

131 E. Merry $550

ANSWERS

3 BR house w/ bonus room.
Irg LR, 2 decks. $750'mo + utils
Avail June, call 419-654-5716.

•BARTENDING! up to 5300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
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1 BR apt. 854 8th St. S400/mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets Call 419-392-3354

2BR -404 1/2S College
$675/mo + utilities, A/C, W/D incl.
Avail. Aug. Call 419-352-6948.
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AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St.
1 4 2 BR apt Iree internet.
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.

Call 419-354-6036

Awesome summer job in Maine!
It you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while
you work, and make lifelong
Inends. then look no further
Camp Mataponi a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, sortball, volleyball, tield hockey).
Watertront (sailing, canoeing,
waterskiing, lite guarding. WSI.
boal drivers). Ropes Course.
Tennis, H.B Riding. Arts & Crafts.
Theater. Dance. Gymnastics,
Video, Photography, Nurses,
Maintenance, Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at.
www.campmataponi.com.
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2BR upper duplex, parking incl..
avail May 1st, $475/mo + elec
Immaculate1 Call 419-654-5716.

130-134 Liberty St-1 & 2BR.
$425-$600/mo *gas/elec, D/W.
Newly updated, great location,
available in June & Aug.

1 be H< '• News will in" klKM lnnh .11 CC01
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" 3/4 bedroom, 1 bath apt,
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

Call 419-354-6036.
www.bqhighlandrrigrm.oom

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

1 How many city folks travel
2 Fireworks watcher
3 Puppeteer Lewis
4 Three-dimensional
5 Wallop
6 Harem room
7 Attorney Melvin
6 Like wine barrels
9 Pampered
10 Mangy mongrel
.1
11 Rice12 Bolshevik leader
40 Change, as one's
13 Plug projection
locks?
18 Tapped barrels
42 Elect to a Hall of
22 '60s-'70s service site.
Fame, say
briefly
43 Nina of "Spartacus"
25 Certain Caflech grad:
St
48 "What did I tell you?"
Abbr.
50 Disorderly mound
26 Envelope parts
aaH
51 Women's mag
27 Desert mount
52 Put into words
■' l
30 Well-chosen
53 African virus
31 Fish-fowl connection
.i
54 "Hop
": Dr. Seuss
32 Bygone intl. carrier
book
M
33 Jerk
55 ABC's Arledge
35 Instinctive, as a feeling M High.liveSi esg
36 Company with a web- 5? D,v|de(] Aus|nan s|ate
footed spokescntter
M Joe.s-Mldnlgnt
38 Short relative?
Cowboy" pal
39 Recede
59 Up to this point
46 Spot for a hoop
64 Subdivision unit
47 WWII espionage gp.
66 Andean tuber
49 Oktoberfest cry
67 Mormons' gp.
51 Production number director's
cry
60 Gambling letters
61 Gambling city
62 Assumed identity
63 Absolut rival, for short
65 Summer shindig, and a hint to
I 3 > ■ a ilvlu 0
1 O
the starts of 17-, 24-, 41-and
3 s )dlc 1 N C ■ NO I 1 n
51-Across
0 1 s
A 1 u » d|"l 1 0 a
68 Fruit sewed in balls
s V 1 1
|0. 3 a |a 1 0
v H 1 s 3|H J U O 3 H 1 3 n 0
69 Way to store pix

For Rent

130 Washington - 1BR & 2BR's ,
S425-S650/mo ♦ all utlls.
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.

Help Wanted

n

For Rent

11 -12 sy. tew houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325
also see CartyRentals.com
Also 1 S 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.

Help Wanted

»

For Rent

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239

ie BG News

11
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

.

• Two bedroom houses
• Close to Campus

